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	Your dream, our design.

Our kitchen design range is extensive and suit a wide variety of tastes and budgets, from cost efficient solutions through to luxurious family kitchens that will become a real centrepiece to any home.
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Showroom

12 Hutton Street, Osborne Park, 6017

Opening hours

Mon – Fri : 8am – 4pm

Saturday  : 9am – 3pm

Sunday : Closed

Phone Number 

08 9388 6667
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Fabio Salotti1709258128

Amazing Showroom!
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Nigel Brinkmann1707807374

Very Friendly staff, the place is bigger than expected, have a large range of materials to look at throughout the shop.
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Linda Crew1706697880

I have no hesitation recommending Renovation Capital. Emma has been fantastic in making my long awaited kitchen renovation become a reality. Callum (Project Manager) and all the subcontracted trades have been a pleasure to work with too.Thank you Emma and the whole Renovation Capital team.
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Nargie Gasiorek1706596158

Very impressive showroom.Warm and welcoming knowledgeable staff.Looking forward to obtaining a quote to renovate kitchen and laundry.
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Keith Slipper1700140472

We have recently had a new kitchen installed by Renovation Capital. We are extremely happy with our new kitchen. The renovation transitioned smoothly from old to new.Emma listened to our requirements and ideas and incorporated them into her design. She was very helpful with colours and product selection throughout the whole project.The various trades involved were all very reliable and worked in well with one another. They were happy to discuss our requirements and choices with us.
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Kate Mah1700033254

I recently had the pleasure of working with Renovation Capital for a complete kitchen renovation, and I could not be happier with the results.My designer, Emma, was truly impressive. She took the time to understand my vision for the kitchen and turned it into a reality. Her attention to detail in the design and material recommendations were outstanding.I appreciated how Renovation Capital’s trades people were punctual, courteous, and took care to minimise disruption and maintained a clean workspace. The craftsmanship displayed by their cabinetmaker and stonemason was outstanding. The quality of the work is evident in every detail. My new kitchen is not only beautiful but also built to last.Renovation Capital finished the renovation just over the time they promised. However, my Project Manager, Pete, kept communication lines open, was responsive to my queries and was keen to resolve any problems that arose.I would recommend Renovation Capital to anyone considering a kitchen renovation. They have transformed my kitchen into a beautiful, functional space that is the heart of my home. Renovation Capital take great pride in their work, and it shows in the final product.
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Scott Donovan1699334582

If you’re looking for a one stop shop from showroom to service Renovation Capital is it!Incredible service, and the finish is the envy of all of my friends and family.
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Plumber South Perth1699063746

Incredible showroom that has an extensive amount of stone on display, many kitchens to interact with, the staff were incredibly helpful and knowledgable. Well worth a visit if you are after a quality renovation.
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Leederville Cameras1698661927

Great store, the staff were great! Highly recommend this place!
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Karen Firth1696935931

Renovation capital has completed my kitchen and it looks sensational! Designer Nicole listened to my needs and created a beautiful, practical design that works perfectly. I can’t recommend her enough! Quality of workmanship is high and the project was completed in a timely manner.
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Maurizio Macri1695016337

High professional team and service. Managed project from start to finish. My wife and I could not be more happy. Would highly recommended if you are interested in a kitchen, go and visit their Osborne Park showroom
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Ainslie Lucas1695004160

Emma was very friendly and professional , the design supplied was amazing and were very happy with the service. I’d happily recommend Emma as a great kitchen designer !
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Janine Conradie1694862848
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Chris Merton1693266605

The new showroom looks amazing, the staff were friendly and extremely helpful and nothing was too much trouble. I would highly recommend Renovation Capital
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Amber Sharpe1642727944

Shelley from Kitchen Capital made our recent kitchen renovation a great experience from the initial design process to the final install.  Shelley was super responsive to all questions and concerns, and had our full trust.  The mark of  a professional company is not when things go to plan, it is how they respond when the unexpected happens.  Our natural stone bench cracked within hours of going in (nobody's fault, just bad luck!) Shelley and the stone mason took the stress out of an unfortunate situation and had the matter resolved and the entire job still finished on time.   We love our new space and the functionality of the kitchen.We would happily recommend Shelly from Kitchen Capital.
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Stephen McGonigle1620273641

If your considering a kitchen reno, do yourself a favour and give these guys a call first. I  checked multiple kitchen companies, and builders before I found Kitchen Capital, and none came close.From the first meeting to the last inspection these guys were consistent in the quality of their service and professionalism. My reno was a Kitchen remodel including some building work. Every trade involved, from the kitchen designer, builders, cabinet and bench top makers, flooring guys and painter  arrived on time, acted professionally, and delivered exactly what was promised. Months after our project finished my wife and I are still in awe at the amazing job these guys delivered. Sue Jensen the lead designer was amazing, she got exactly what we wanted, guided us away from some potential pitfalls and delivered and outstanding project. I have no hesitation in recommending Kitchen Capital to anyone looking to transform their kitchen, they are by far the best in Perth.
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Kristal O'Halloran1619077509

We had a brilliant experience with Kitchen Capital, after being unimpressed with other providers. Shelley designed our kitchen and the process was exciting and professional. We were kept in the loop at all times and the outcome was so much better than we had imagined. A kitchen is a big expense, and we really trusted Shelley to design something lovely but also functional. And its perfect. Thanks team!
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Damien H1618971742

The team at Kitchen Capital did a brilliant job on the renovation of our kitchen, laundry and main living rooms. Their senior designer Sue designed a beautiful but also very thoughtful and practical kitchen and laundry for us. Plus the quality of all cupboards and fixtures was excellent.Kitchen Capital also partners with a great set of builders and trades, who work together to get your renovation done. All stages of the work were well programmed and planned, several months in advance to ensure effective and timely delivery.We are very happy with the outcome and highly recommend this business to others who are seeking to renovate and redesign their homes.Thank you Sue, Marian and the KC team!
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Nicole Talbot1618540532

Kitchen Capital were thoroughly professional, helpful and artisitc, and we are thrilled with our beautiful kitchen and huge walk-in pantry.From the initial design consultations with the brilliant Nicole Walton - thank you so much Nicole - to the helpful tradespeople who went above and beyond to ensure work of the highest quality, we couldn't be happier with the service and overall experience with Kitchen Capital.I highly recommend them and will be using them for certain in the futuer when the time comes to renoate our bathrooms and laundry!
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Craig Prosser1617005976

We have used Kitchen Capital for the renovation of the 3 bathrooms in our home over the past four years, and on each occasion we have been extremely happy with the results.  Sue has a very consultative approach combined with her refined design skills to create beautiful results.  Their coordination of the many trades-people involved is excellent, making for a smooth process.  Any minor problems encountered along the way are quickly resolved, and each project has been finished in the planned time-frame.  I have no hesitation in recommending Kitchen Capital.
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Peter Bourne1614911758

Having made the decision to completely rebuild our ensuite bathroom we decided to engage Kitchen Capital. We are so glad that we did.From the initial consultation to completion they provided a highly professional and skilled service. Nicole developed a stunning design based on our needs and ideas and was always available for consultation. Each of the trades from demolition of the old to the final fitting provided careful and timely work that was respectful of our needs and property. More importantly the quality of the work was first rate.We have no hesitation in recommending Kitchen Capital as we now have a stunning bathroom that is a pleasure to use.
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John Burrage1596334120

We are very happy with our new kitchen - Nicole put a lot of thought into the design, which resulted in an excellent outcome - more space, more storage, much better layout etc. The actual removal of the old kitchen and installation of the new proceeded very smoothly and quickly, about 3 weeks from start to finish. And it looks terrific.
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Daniel Gray1592894824

We engaged Sue to design a custom built kitchen to suit our family needs for our new home.Sue worked to clarify our lifestyle requirements and our preferred style before developing the kitchen details inclusive of dimensions, cabinet and bench top materials, sink and tap details, appliance choices and power and lighting considerations.We were extremely satisfied with Kitchen Capital experience and professionalism and would strongly recommend their services if you are designing and building a new kitchen.
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Melanie Bursey1586398421

A fantastic company to work with.  Shelley had great ideas, and pulled it all together seemlessly. Would recommend 100%
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Gordon Massey1569409303

We can't recommend Kitchen Capital enough!  Sue designed a fabulous kitchen, incorporating everything that we wanted.  Her team transformed our ugly, unusable kitchen into a highly functional space, that is a joy to use.  The Kitchen Capital Team were professional, courteous and their workmanship was exemplary.  We love our new kitchen.  Thank you Kitchen Capital.
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Marcel Willimann1542095873

Great professional and helpful advice by Shane and opptions presented for consideration. Many Thanks!
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Wendy Lee1536806427

Great service and attention to detail. Very happy with the kitchen renovation at my house which ran to schedule and was carried out by very helpful trades people.
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Rosa Poepjes1535886189

We are extremely happy that we chose Kitchen Capital WA to achieve our dream kitchen.When we met with Sue we knew immediately that we had found the right person. Sue and her team guided us step by step in the process of the kitchen renovation. We found the experience a breeze.The tradespeople that Kitchen Capital WA use are highly skilled, professional and they take pride in their work. Because of this, the result is an outstanding kitchen that we will enjoy for the rest of our days.I would highly recommend Kitchen Capital WA to anyone who requires great service, competitive pricing and a great team looking after them.Thank you Sue and your team.
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손요셉1699333736

Nicely well presented kitchen display
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